Character Traits Crossword Puzzle

Across
2. showing willingness
5. full of energy
6. humorous to others
7. lucky
8. lacking excitement
10. unpleasantly rough
17. someone who takes charge
22. wanting something very much
23. being courageous
24. unsettling in a unpleasant way
25. able to obey, listen
27. loud
28. getting what you want all the time
29. wanting your way
31. domineering
33. comforting and easy to be around
34. someone easy to be with
36. showing no mercy

Down
1. showing appreciation
3. quick to understand
4. giving someone support
9. not giving sufficient attention
11. showing envy
12. some who isn't afraid
13. fearing nothing, confident
14. feeling uncertain
15. someone charitable
16. being able to work with others
18. eager to know or learn something
19. showing a desire to succeed
20. not much emotion
21. being competent
26. noisy and disorderly
30. filled with anger
32. some who sees the upsides in life
35. immoral or malevolent